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Next Generation for the Wall Doctor of Vermont
Williston, VT- Bill and Judy Galdi started the Wall Doctor in 1986 quickly becoming a fixture in
the community. Now, after 37 years Bill has decided to retire and has sold the Wall Doctor to
Gordon’s Window Decor so as to ensure the continuation of service and quality that his clients
have come to expect and deserve.
“Judy and I took great pride in creating a locally owned business. She would be happy to see it
passing to the next generation and staying local. It will be exciting to see new ownership take
our quality brands and customer service to the next level.” says Galdi.
“It’s really an honor that Bill felt that Gordon’s was the right choice for him and his clients.” says
Kelly Clements, President of Gordon’s Window Decor. “I have always respected the Wall Doctor
and am eager to bring it under the Gordon’s umbrella”.
Gordon’s Window Décor started in founder Gordon Clements’ basement in 1986, and has since
transformed into a locally and nationally recognized name, supplying custom-made window
treatments and soft goods from their Williston showroom and production facility.
Kelly Clements, Gordon’s daughter, joined the company in 2002 and took over ownership in
2015. “I have a passion for this industry. Helping people feel more comfortable in their spaces is
incredible, keeping manufacturing local is incredible, being a part of a team committed to
Continuous Improvement is incredible, and now to be able to carry on Bill’s legacy of quality and
expertise- that is incredible.”
The business will officially transfer to Gordon’s Window Decor on January 1st, but The Wall
Doctor’s showroom in Williston will be open through 2/28 offering deep discounts on stocked
paint and wallpaper. Elizabeth DeCecco, owner of Corduroy and Pine
Interiors will be taking on the wallpaper portion of the Wall Doctor’s business.

